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CHARITABLE GIVING:
Why consider a gift to a charity?

- To support a cause that affects you or that you believe is doing good work
- To support your community
- To thank a charity for their support
- To leave a remembrance
- To do tax planning

CHARITABLE GIVING:
What methods of gifts are used?

LIFETIME GIFTS
- Direct gift - Easiest and simplest way to support a cause but donor may not have the cash flow during lifetime to make their desired gift.
CHARITABLE GIVING: What methods of gifts are used?

DEATHTIME GIFTS
- Devise in will or trust – Takes care of cash flow issues and results in a charitable deduction for estate tax planning purposes.

CHARITABLE GIVING: What methods of gifts are used?
- Beneficiary designation of life insurance and annuity – Provides an avenue outside of estate plan for specific gift. For annuity, eliminates income tax consequences.

CHARITABLE GIVING: What methods of gifts are used?
- Beneficiary designation of IRA and pension accounts – Provides for transfer of otherwise taxable income at death and results in deduction for estate. Must comply with strict rules in order to avoid adverse consequences.
CHARITABLE GIVING:
What methods of gifts are used?

- Charitable Gift Annuity – Provides a remainder gift to the charity plus an income stream to the donor, however the charity has to be qualified to offer this gift to a donor or the charity and you have to enter into a contract with a third party vendor.

- Charitable Remainder Trust – Provides an income stream to the donor but depending on the survival of the client, the potential concern is will the charity receive the proportion of gift the donor desires.

- Donor Advised Funds – Provides for funds into a public charity account (generally maintained by a brokerage firm) where the donor is permitted to recommend charitable donees. Allows the ability to stack donations for deduction purposes.
CHARITABLE GIVING: Taking Care of Your Pets

- Rely Upon Trustee to Handle
- Specific Devise of Pets to Owner with or without dollar amount
- Trust to Person in Exchange for Care of Pet
- Pet Trust

CHARITABLE GIVING: Taking Care of Your Pets

- Pet Trust – Probate Code section 15212 provides for a trust to be established for the care of a domestic or pet animal or animals. Terminates on death of last animal that existed when Settlor died. A charity can be the remainder beneficiary and asked to confirm welfare of animal.

SUMMARY

- Most important factors in doing any planning is for an individual to settle on or address their wants and desires.
- The process of exploring various options and ultimately making the commitment will take time.
- When charitable intent is identified, the charity and donor can decide together the right avenue and tool.